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Abstract
We show that the homotopy groups of a connective피푘-ring spectrumwith
an피푘-cell attached along a class 훼 in degree 푛 are isomorphic to the homotopy
groups of the cofiber of the self-map associated to 훼 through degree 2푛. Using
this, we prove that the 2푛−1푠푡 homotopy groups of Ravenel’s푋(푛) spectra are
cyclic for all 푛. This further implies that, after localizing at a prime,푋(푛+1)
is homotopically unique as the 피1-푋(푛)-algebra with homotopy groups in
degree 2푛−1 killed by an 피1-cell. Lastly, we prove analogous theorems for a
sequence of 피푘-ring Thom spectra, for each odd 푘, which are formally similar
to Ravenel’s 푋(푛) spectra and whose colimit is also푀푈 .
1 Introduction
This paper extends the work of understanding the spectra 푋(푛) begun in [5]. These
spectra were introduced by Ravenel in [15] and were used in an essential way
in Devinatz, Hopkins and Smith’s proof of Ravenel’s Nilpotence Conjecture [6].
These spectra are similar to the complex cobordism spectrum 푀푈 in a number of
ways. Perhaps most importantly, much of the theory of complex orientations for
ring spectra can be developed for 푋(푛) by replacing ℂ푃∞ with ℂ푃 푛−1 and formal
group laws with formal group law 푛-buds (cf. [9, Ch. II]). The interested reader can
find a thorough description of the theory of complex orientations, both for 푀푈
and 푋(푛), in [15, §4.1, §6.5]. The work contained in this paper, along with [5],
also represents a small step in understanding chromatic homotopy theory and its
fundamental objects, e.g. 핊, 푀푈 and 푋(푛), via the derived algebraic geometry
framework developed in [12].
The main technical development of this paper is Theorem 1 in Section 2:
Theorem. Let 퐴 be a connective 피푘+1-ring spectrum and choose an element 훼 ∈
휋푑(퐴) for 푑 ≥ 0 with associated self-map 훼̄ ∶ Σ
푑퐴 → 퐴. Then there is a map of
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퐴-modules 푐표푓 (훼̄) → 퐴∕∕
피푘
훼 which induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups
in degrees less than 2푑.
Here, the spectrum 퐴∕∕
피푘
훼 is the versal 피푘-algebra on 퐴 of characteristic 훼, de-
scribed for 푘 = ∞ in [20] and for all 푘 in [3]. It is constructed as by “attaching a
푑-cell” to퐴 along 훼 in the category of 피푘-퐴-algebras. Often, versal algebras of this
form are conceptually interesting but have difficult to determine homotopy groups,
so the above theorem may be of interest beyond its uses in this paper.
In Section 3 we apply the above theorem to prove that 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) is cyclic,
and that, moreover, it is generated by a certain element 휒푛 which was identified in
[5]. This is Corollary 2:
Corollary. The element 휒푛 ∈ 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) generates 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) for all 푛 ≥ 1.
These elements 휒푛 arise from the facts that 푋(푛) is the Thom spectrum of a map
Ω푆푈 (푛) → 퐵퐺퐿1(핊) and thatΩ푆푈 (푛) sits in a fiber sequenceΩ푆푈 (푛) → Ω푆푈 (푛+
1) → Ω푆2푛−1. In [5] it was shown that 푋(푛) is a quotient of 핊 by an action of
Ω2푆푈 (푛). Because the action ofΩ2푆푈 (푛) on 핊 factors through Ω2푆푈 (푛+1), there
is a residual action ofΩ2푆푈 (푛+1)∕Ω2푆푈 (푛) ≃ Ω2푆2푛−1 on 핊∕Ω2푆푈 (푛) ≃ 푋(푛).
This yields an 피1-map Ω푆
2푛−1 → 퐵퐺퐿1(핊∕Ω
2푆푈 (푛 − 1)) ≃ 퐵퐺퐿1(푋(푛)). This
is equivalent data to a map of pointed spaces 푆2푛−2 → 퐵퐺퐿1(푋(푛)), and we take
휒푛 to be the element canonically associated to it by [3, Definition 4.8].
It should be remarked that very little is known about the homotopy groups of
푋(푛) in general. A complete knowledge of their homotopy groups is at least as
difficult to obtain as complete knowledge of the stable homotopy groups of spheres.
However, some computational progress has been made by Ravenel and others, and
the state of the art can be found in [13].
While the above allows us to identify 휒푛 as a generator of 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)), and
푋(푛 + 1) as the versal 피1-푋(푛)-algebra of characteristic 휒푛, this still relies on the
somewhat geometric construction of 휒푛 given in [5]. However, after localizing at
a prime 푝, we see in Theorem 2 that simply attaching an 피1-cell to 푋(푛) along any
generator of 휋2푛−1 will still produce (the 푝-localization of) 푋(푛 + 1):
Theorem. The spectrum 푋(푛+ 1)(푝) can be obtained from 푋(푛)(푝) by attaching an
피1-푋(푛)(푝)-cell along any generator of the cyclic group 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)(푝)).
We make special note of this only because of its similarity to the work of Priddy
on constructing the Brown-Peterson spectrum 퐵푃 , which is a summand of푀푈(푝),
by coning off all elements in odd degrees [14]. The above theorem suggests that
푋(푛 + 1)(푝) is the spectrum obtained when one cones off the homotopy of 푋(푛)(푝)
in degree 2푛 − 1 using an 피1-cell (and that, in some poorly defined sense, 푀푈(푝)
is obtained by coning off all homotopy in odd degrees, but with 피1-cells). For the
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time being, this similarity appears to be entirely superficial. We still include the
theorem however as it, at the very least, hints at a purely algebraic construction of
푀푈 , as requested by Ravenel in [15, §1.3].
Finally, in Section 4 we show that for any odd integer 푘 there is a sequence of
피푘-ring spectra {푋(푛, 푘)}푛≥0 with푋(0, 푘) ≃ 핊whose colimit over 푛 is equivalent to
푀푈 . The spectrum 푋(푛, 푘) is the Thom spectrum of the base point component of
the mapΩ푘푆푈 (푛) ↪ Ω푘푆푈 ≃ ℤ×퐵푈 . We prove that these spectra satisfy similar
properties to the 푋(푛) spectra. In particular we have Lemma 1 which completely
describes their homotopy in low degrees
Lemma. For odd 푘, the map푋(푛, 푘) →푀푈 induced by the inclusion Ω푘푆푈 (푛) ↪
퐵푈 induces an isomorphism on homotopy in degrees less than or equal to 2푛−푘−1.
which generalizes the analogous statement for 푋(푛, 1) = 푋(푛) in [15, §6.5]. We
also formulate suitably adjusted versions of Corollary 2 and Theorem 2 for the
spectra 푋(푛, 푘).
These spectra may prove useful in understanding chromatic homotopy theory
and the nilpotence detecting properties of푀푈 , but because of the relative complex-
ity of even their homology groups (as they are isomorphic to those of Ω푘푆푈 (푛)),
we postpone a thorough investigation to future work.
There is also an appendix, Section A, in which we prove several statements of
a more category theoretic nature. These statements will be well known to experts.
However, rigorous proofs of them in the language of quasicategories do not seem
to be available in the literature, so we include them.
1.1 Notation and Terminology
All of what follows uses the quasicategorical and derived algebra machinery of
Lurie, as described in [11] and [12]. Thus all of our categories will be quasicate-
gories and any time we refer to a limit or colimit we will mean the quasicategorical
limit or colimit as defined in [11]. However, understanding the main statements
in this paper should not require much specialized knowledge of Lurie’s work. We
work specifically in the quasicategories of pointed Kan complexes (which we will
refer to as spaces) and spectra. For both we will denote the tensor product by ∧. We
also use the shorthands [푛] = {0, 1,… , 푛} and ⟨푛⟩ = {∗, 1,… , 푛}, where the latter
is thought of as a pointed set. It seems unlikely that the theory of quasicategories
is necessary to proving the results of this note. However, we make heavy use of
results from [3] and [5], both of which use that language.
Most notation is described as it used in the text, but we will set a few standards
here. By saying that a space or spectrum is 푛-connective, we mean that it has trivial
homotopy groups below degree 푛. This should be contrasted with saying that an
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object is 푛-connected, which means that it has trivial homotopy groups in degrees
less than or equal to 푛. For example, any space 푋 is 0-connective, but is only
0-connected if 휋0(푋) ≅ 0, and would be called 2-connective if it were “simply
connected” in the classical sense. When a spectrum is 0-connective, we will just say
that it is connective. A morphism of spaces or spectra will be called 푛-connective
if it induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups in degress less than 푛.
We work throughout with the little 푘-disks operads 피푘 for 0 ≤ 푘 ≤ ∞ and
freely use the fact that 피1 ≃ 픸∞. We also remind the reader that an 피0-algebra
in a monoidal quasicategory is nothing more than an object equipped with a map
from the monoidal unit. Given an 피푘+1-ring spectrum 푅, there is an 피푘-monoidal
quasicategory of modules over 푅 which we denote 퐿푀표푑푅. There is also a quasi-
category of 피푘-algebras in 퐿푀표푑푅 which we denote by 퐴푙푔
피푘
푅
. Given an 피푘-ring
spectrum 푅 and 0 ≤ 푗 < 푘, there always exists an 피푗-ring spectrum which is equiv-
alent to푅 as a spectrum. When we wish to talk about this spectrum, we will simply
say “푅 thought of as an 피푗-ring spectrum,” or “...as an 피푗-algebra.” The above con-
struction induces a forgetful functor 푈
피푗
피푘
∶ 퐴푙푔
피푘
핊
→ 퐴푙푔
피푗
핊
. This functor preserves
limits and so has a colimit preserving left adjoint which we will denote by 퐹
피푘
피푗
.
Given a fixed 피푘-ring spectrum 푅, an 피푗-푅-algebra 퐴 for some 0 < 푗 < 푘, and
an integer 0 < 푙 < 푗, we will denote the “free 피푙-퐴-algebra on an 퐴-module 푀”
by 퐹 피푙 (푀), where the empty subscript indicates that푀 has no operadic structure.
This also applies to the case 푘 = 푗 = ∞.
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2 The Effect of Attaching a Structured Cell
In what follows, given an element 훼 ∈ 휋푑(퐴) for an 피푘+1-ring spectrum 퐴, the
phrase attach an 피푘-퐴-cell along 훼 means to produce the 피푘-퐴-algebra 퐴∕∕피푘훼
defined by the following pushout in 피푘-퐴-algebras:
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퐹 피푘(Σ푑퐴)
푎푑푗(0)
//
푎푑푗(훼̄)

퐴

퐴 // 퐴∕∕
피푘
훼.
In the above diagram, 훼̄ is themorphism Σ푑퐴 → 퐴∧퐴 → 퐴 induced by 훼 ∶ 핊푑 → 퐴
and 푎푑푗(−) is the adjunction equivalence퐿푀표푑퐴(Σ
푑퐴,퐴)
∼
→ 퐴푙푔
피푘
퐴
(퐹 피푘 (Σ푑퐴), 퐴).
The 피푘-퐴-algebra 퐴∕∕피푘훼 is called the “versal 피푘-퐴-algebra of characteristic 훼”
in [3] because it always admits a not-necessarily-unique map to any other 피푘-퐴-
algebra on which multiplication by 훼 is nullhomotopic.
Our goal is to prove a lemma about elements in homotopy that always survive
attaching 피푘-cells. Intuitively what we will prove is that, given a connective 피푘+1-
ring spectrum 퐴 and 훼 ∈ 휋푑(퐴)with induced self-map 훼̄ ∶ Σ
푑퐴→ 퐴, the spectrum
퐴∕∕
피푘
훼 has a filtration whose associated graded 퐴-module is 푐표푓 (훼̄) ⊕ 퐷 where
퐷 is 2푑-connective. In particular, there is a map 푐표푓 (훼̄) → 퐴∕∕
피푘
훼 which is an
isomorphism in 휋푖 for 푖 < 2푑.
The main ideas behind the proof of the following Proposition 1 were explained
to me by Tyler Lawson. We remind the reader that an 피0-퐴-algebra is an퐴-module
푀 equipped with a unit map 퐴→푀 . We also point out that we use⊕ rather than∐
to denote the coproduct in the category 퐿푀표푑퐴.
Proposition 1. Let퐴 be an피푘+1-ring spectrum and 퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) be the free 피푘-algebra
on an 피0-퐴-algebra 푀 with unit map 푢∶ 퐴 → 푀 . If 푢 induces an isomorphism
on homotopy in degrees less than or equal to 푑, then the universal map 휂 ∶ 푀 →
퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) induced by the free forgetful adjunction is and isomorphism on homotopy
in degrees less than or equal to 2푑.
Proof. Let 퐹 피푘(푀) be the free 피푘-algebra on the 푅-module 푀 (without its 피0-
structure). Note that 퐹 피푘(푀) ≃ 퐹
피푘
피0
(퐴⊕푀) since퐴⊕푀 is the free 피0-algebra on
푀 and 퐹 피푘◦퐹 피0 ≃ 퐹 피푘 . Thus we have an equivalence (of underlying 퐴-modules)
퐹
피푘
피0
(퐴⊕푀) ≃
⨁
푛≥0 푆푦푚
푛
피푘
(푀). As such, by passing along this equivalence, there
is an exhaustive filtration of 퐹
피푘
피0
(퐴⊕푀) whose filtration quotients are equivalent
to 푆푦푚푛
피푘
(푀). In other words, the associated graded of this filtration is equivalent
to 퐹 피푘(푀). Notice also that, since ⊕ is the biproduct in 퐿푀표푑퐴, a morphism
퐴⊕푋 → 퐴⊕ 푌 is entirely determined by a pair of maps 푋 → 퐴 and 푋 → 푌 , so
the induced map
⨁
푛≥0 푆푦푚
푛
피푘
(푋) →
⨁
푛≥0 푆푦푚
푛
피푘
(푌 ) must respect the filtration
induced by the grading. Thus we have filtration preserving morphisms 퐹 피푘(푋) →
퐹 피푘(푌 ) whenever we have maps 퐴⊕푋 → 퐴⊕ 푌 .
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Noticing that the pushout of the diagram in 피0-퐴-algebras (which can be com-
puted in 퐴-modules) 퐴
1퐴
← 퐴
푢
→푀 must be equivalent to푀 , we can use Lemma 2
to write푀 as the colimit of the simplicial object {퐴⊕푀 ⇇ 퐴⊕ 퐴⊕푀 ⬱⋯}
with 푛푡ℎ term equivalent to 퐴⊕퐴⊕푛⊕푀 . As a left adjoint, the functor 퐹
피푘
피0
com-
mutes with colimits (where we are implicitly using that colimits of 피0-algebras are
computed in 퐿푀표푑퐴), so we may write:
퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) ≃ 푐표푙푖푚(퐹
피푘
피0
(퐴⊕푀) ⇇ 퐹
피푘
피0
(퐴⊕ 퐴⊕푀) ⬱ ⋯)
≃ 푐표푙푖푚(퐹 피푘(푀) ⇇ 퐹 피푘(퐴⊕푀) ⬱⋯).
Now, applying our filtration levelwise and using the fact that the induced maps
respect filtration, we have a filtered simplicial object with filtration quotients:
푆푦푚푛
피푘
(푀) ⇇ 푆푦푚푛
피푘
(퐴⊕푀) ⬱⋯ .
Since each functor 푆푦푚푛
피푘
preserves sifted colimits (of which simplicial reso-
lutions are an example) by Lemma 4, we have that the filtration quotients of the
induced filtration on 퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) are equivalent to 푆푦푚푛
피푘
(푐표푓 (푢)), i.e. the associated
graded of the induced filtration on 퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) is
⨁
푛≥0 푆푦푚
푛
피푘
(푐표푓 (푢)). Here we are
using the fact that the colimit of the simplicial object {푀 ⇇ 퐴 ⊕ 푀 ⬱ ⋯} is
equivalent to (again by Lemma 2) the pushout of the diagram 0
0
← 퐴
푢
→푀 , i.e. the
cofiber of 푢.
Examining the filtration on this simplicial object more closely, and noticing
that it arises from the “symmetric powers” filtration of 퐹 피푘(퐴⊕퐴⊕푛⊕푀) at each
simplicial degree, we see that its first two levels are the constant simplicial object:
퐴⇇ 퐴⬱ ⋯ ,
and the constant simplicial object summed with the simplicial object we had before
applying 퐹
피푘
피0
, which has the form:
퐴⊕푀 ⇇ 퐴⊕ 퐴⊕푀 ⬱⋯ .
These two objects have colimit 퐴 and 푀 respectively. Thus we know that our
filtration of 퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) begins as 퐴
푢
→푀 . We know that the map from 퐴 to푀 is the
unit map 푢 because 퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) must have the same unit as푀 (this also corresponds
to the fact that the first filtration quotient must be equivalent to 푐표푓 (푢)). It is also
clear that the filtration structure map푀 → 퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) must be the monadic unit map
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휂. Hence the cofiber of the unit 휂 ∶ 푀 → 퐹
피푘
피0
(푀) has a filtration with associated
graded
⨁
푛≥2 푆푦푚
푛
피푘
(푐표푓 (푢)). Thus the connectivity estimates of Lemma 3 give
the result.
Remark 1. There is nothing particular to the category 퐿푀표푑퐴 that is necessary
for the above constructions other than being a stable, cocomplete quasicategory and
having a suitable notion of 푛-connective objects (i.e. a 푡-structure). Thus the above
is a relatively general description of the functor 퐹
피푘
피0
for any 푘 ≥ 0.
Theorem 1. Let 퐴 be a connective 피푘+1-ring spectrum and choose an element
훼 ∈ 휋푑(퐴) for 푑 ≥ 0. Then there is a map of 퐴-modules 푐표푓 (훼̄) → 퐴∕∕피푘훼 which
is 2푑-connective.
Proof. By [3, Lemma 4.4] we have that 퐴∕∕
피푘
훼 ≃ 퐹
피푘
피0
(푐표푓 (훼̄)). Since 푐표푓 (훼̄) is
the cofiber of a map 훼̄∶ Σ푑퐴 → 퐴which is 푑-connective, the unit map퐴 → 푐표푓 (훼̄)
is also 푑-connective. The result then follows from Proposition 1.
Corollary 1. If 퐴 is an 피푘+1-ring spectrum with 훼 ∈ 휋푑(퐴) and 휋푑(퐴∕∕피푘훼) ≅ 0
then 훼 generates 휋푑(퐴) as a 휋0(퐴)-module.
Proof. ByTheorem 1 there is a 2푑-connective map of퐴-modules 푐표푓 (훼̄) → 퐴∕∕
피푘
훼.
By considering the long exact sequence in homotopy for the cofiber sequence Σ푑퐴
훼̄
→
퐴 → 푐표푓 (훼̄), we see that we have an exact sequence of 휋0(퐴)-modules
휋푑(Σ
푑퐴) ≅ 휋0(퐴)
−⋅훼
→ 휋푑(퐴) → 휋푑(푐표푓 (훼̄)) → 휋푑−1(Σ
푑퐴) ≅ 0.
From this it follows that 휋푑(퐴∕∕피푘훼) ≅ 휋푑(푐표푓 (훼̄)) ≅ 휋푑(퐴)∕[훼]휋0(퐴). Thus if
휋푑(퐴∕∕피푘훼) ≅ 0 it must be the case that 휋푑(퐴) is generated by [훼] as a 휋0(퐴)-
module.
3 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) and the Construction of 푋(푛) by Attaching
a Cell
Corollary 1 immediately applies to 휋2푛−1 of the spectra 푋(푛):
Corollary 2. The element 휒푛 ∈ 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)), from [5, Corollary 13], generates
휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) for all 푛 ≥ 1.
Proof. From [5, Corollary 13] we know that 푋(푛 + 1) ≃ 푋(푛)∕∕피1휒푛. From the
paragraph following Proposition 6.5.4 of [15] (or by noticing that 푋(푛 + 1) is the
Thom spectrum of Ω푆푈 (푛 + 1) → 퐵푈 , which is an equivalence below degree
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2푛 + 1), we have that 휋2푛−1(푋(푛 + 1)) ≅ 휋2푛−1(푀푈 ) = 0. Hence, by Corollary 1,
휒푛 must generate 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)).
Furthermore, if we localize at a prime, we need not have known about the el-
ements 휒푛 at all. In other words, we can attach an 피1-cell along any generator of
휋2푛−1 and still produce (the 푝-localization of) 푋(푛 + 1).
Theorem 2. The spectrum 푋(푛 + 1)(푝) can be obtained from 푋(푛)(푝) by attaching
an 피1-푋(푛)(푝)-cell along any generator of the cyclic group 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)(푝)).
Proof. Let 휒푛,푝 be the image of 휒푛 under the 푝-localization map 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) →
휋2푛−1(푋(푛)(푝)) ≅ 휋2푛−1(푋(푛))(푝) . From [12, Proposition 2.2.1.9] we know that
the 푝-localization functor is symmetric monoidal, so preserves 피푛-algebras for all
푛. Additionally, from [12, Remark 7.3.2.13], and the results referenced in that re-
mark, we know that this localization functor lifts to a left adjoint on categories of
피푛-algebras, so in particular preserves colimits of 피1-algebras (for the analogous
theorem in model categories, see [4, Theorem 5.6]). Thus we know that cell attach-
ment commutes with localization, so 푋(푛 + 1)(푝) is equivalent to 푋(푛)(푝) with an
피1-푋(푛)(푝)-cell attached along 휒푛,푝.
Recall from [3, Lemma 4.4] that the versal 피푛-algebra on a class 훼 is equivalent
to the free 피푛-algebra on the 피0-algebra 푐표푓 (훼̄). This implies that 푋(푛 + 1) ≃
퐹
피1
피0
(푐표푓 (휒̄푛)). Since localization, as a left adjoint, commutes with free functors,
and preserves algebraic structure as described above, we can describe 푋(푛 + 1)(푝)
as the free 피1-푋(푛)(푝)-algebra induced up from the 피0-푋(푛)(푝)-algebra 푐표푓 (휒̄푛,푝).
We now have that 휒푛,푝 generates 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)(푝)) as a finite module over the local
ring 휋0(푋(푛)(푝)) ≅ ℤ(푝). Any finite cyclic ℤ(푝)-module is isomorphic to ℤ∕푝
푒 for
some 푒, and an element inℤ(푝) represents a generator if and only if it is not divisible
by 푝. But these are precisely the units of ℤ(푝), so any other generator must differ
from 휒푛,푝 by a unit of ℤ(푝). If 훼 is another generator, call the associated unit 푢훼 ∈
휋0(푋(푛)(푝)) ≅ ℤ(푝).
We have a commutative diagram whose rows are cofiber sequences:
Σ2푛−1푋(푛)(푝)
휒̄푛,푝
// 푋(푛)(푝)
푢훼

// 푐표푓 (휒̄푛,푝)
Σ2푛−1푋(푛)(푝)
훼̄ // 푋(푛)(푝)
// 푐표푓 (훼̄).
The universal property of the cofiber induces a map 휙 filling in the diagram:
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Σ2푛−1푋(푛)(푝)
휒̄푛,푝
// 푋(푛)(푝)
푢훼

// 푐표푓 (휒̄푛,푝)
휙

Σ2푛−1푋(푛)(푝)
훼̄ // 푋(푛)(푝)
// 푐표푓 (훼̄)
and an application of the 5-lemma in each degree of homotopy proves that 휙 is a
homotopy equivalence. Notice also that the commutativity of the above diagram
indicates that this is an equivalence of 피0-푋(푛)-modules.
It follows then that the free 피1-algebras on the equivalent 피0-algebras 푐표푓 (훼̄)
and 푐표푓 (휒̄푛,푝) are equivalent. Hence, as described above, [3, Lemma 4.4] implies
that
푋(푛)(푝)∕∕피1훼 ≃ 퐹
피1
피0
(푐표푓 (훼̄)) ≃ 푋(푛 + 1)(푝).
Remark 2. We note that all of the above, and the results of [5], only succeed in
producing 푋(푛 + 1) as an 피1-푋(푛)-algebra. However, 푋(푛 + 1) is an 피2-핊-algebra
(though unpublished work of Lawson indicates that 푋(푛 + 1) is provably not 피3),
and this structure is not reflected in this work.
Remark 3. Recalling that 푋(1) ≃ 핊, 휒1 ≃ 휂 and 푐표푓 (휂) ≃ Σ
−2
ℂ푃 2, we see that
푋(2) is equivalent to the free 피1-ring spectrum on the 피0-spectrum Σ
−2
ℂ푃 2 (whose
피0 structure is provided by the inclusion of the bottom cell 핊 → Σ
−2
ℂ푃 2). This
should be compared to Hopkins’ description of 푋(2)(2) in [8].
Remark 4. We have from [15] that 퐻∗(푋(푛)(푝)) ≅ ℤ(푝)[푏2,… , 푏2푛−2] for all 푛. If
there is no 푚 such that 푛 = 푝푚 − 1, 푋(푛+ 1)(푝) is equivalent to an infinite wedge of
suspended copies of푋(푛)(푝). In particular, one has a copy of푋(푛)(푝) for each power
of the polynomial generator 푏푛 ∈ 휋2푛−2(푋(푛)(푝)) [17] (this can also be deduced
from [15, Chapter 6]). In other words, the fact that퐻∗(푋(푛+1)(푝)) is a polynomial
algebra over 퐻∗(푋(푛)(푝)) is manifested at the level of spectra whenever passing
from 푛 to 푛 + 1 does not increase the largest power of 푝 such that 푝푚 ≤ 푛.
This indicates that the 푝-localization of the element 휒푛, and hence the homotopy
group it generates, is zero when 푛 is not one less than a power of a 푝. Theorem 2
implies that for 푛 = 푝푚 − 1 for some 푚, every other generator of 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) is
of the form 푟휒푛 for an integer 푟 which is not divisible by 푝. So in this case we can
conclude that 휋2푛−1(푋(푛)) must have been ℤ∕푝
푒 for some 푒. We leave the detailed
investigation of this structure, and these homotopy groups, to a future paper.
Remark 5. From [16, Example 1.22], we can see that 휒푝−1 becomes (a sum of
copies of) 훼1 when localized at 푝. It seems likely that the 푝-localization of 휒푝푚−1
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recovers the 푚푡ℎ Greek letter element of the 푝-localized stable homotopy groups of
spheres.
4 피푘-monoidal Analogues of 푋(푛)
We now introduce a new sequence of spectra which are 피푘-monoidal, have colimit
equivalent to푀푈 , and which are (eventually) produced by attaching multiplicative
cells. We generalize Corollary 2 and Theorem 2 to these new spectra.
Definition 1. For an odd integer 푘, let 푋(푛, 푘) be the sequence of spectra obtained
by Thomifying (the zero components of) the sequence of 푘 + 1-fold loop spaces
∗≃ Ω푘푆푈 (1) → Ω푘푆푈 (2) →…→ Ω푘푆푈 (푛) →…→ Ω푘푆푈 ≃ ℤ × 퐵푈.
Remark 6. From [3, Theorem 2.8] we can deduce that the spectra푋(푛, 푘) are피푘+1-
monoidal ring spectra. This is a classical result of Lewis [10], and is also shown
specifically for Thom spectra in [1, Theorem 1.7].
Theorem 3. For 푛 ≥
푘−1
2
there is an element 휒푛,푘 ∈ 휋2푛−푘(푋(푛, 푘)) such that the
spectrum 푋(푛+1, 푘) is equivalent to푋(푛, 푘)with an피푘-푋(푛, 푘)-cell attached along
휒푛,푘.
Proof. Fix 푛 and 푘 and assume 푛 ≥
푘−1
2
. Recall that there is a fiber sequence
푆푈 (푛) → 푆푈 (푛 + 1) → 푆2푛+1. By applying the based loops functor 푘 times
we obtain a fiber sequence Ω푘푆푈 (푛) → Ω푘푆푈 (푛 + 1) → Ω푘푆2푛+1. If 2푛 + 1 ≥ 푘
then the base space of the preceding fibration is equivalent to the free 피푘-algebra on
푆2푛+1−푘. By [5, Theorem 1] there is a morphism of 피푘-spaces 휙∶ Ω
푘Σ푘푆2푛+1−푘 →
퐵퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)) whose associated 푋(푛, 푘)-algebra Thom spectrum is equivalent to
푋(푛 + 1, 푘) as an 피푘-푋(푛, 푘)-algebra.
Since the domain of themap휙 is the free피푘-algebra on푆
2푛+1−푘, we have, by the
free-forgetful adjunction, a map of based spaces 휙′∶ 푆2푛+1−푘 → 퐵퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)).
By the loops-suspension adjunction, and the fact that퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)) is equivalent to
Ω퐵퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)), we thus have amap of based spaces 휙
′′∶ 푆2푛−푘 → 퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)).
Note that, since 퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)) is composed of the connected components of the
units in 휋0(Ω
∞푋(푛, 푘)) ≅ ℤ, the inclusion 푖∶ 퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)) ↪ Ω
∞푋(푛, 푘) is not
based. In particular, the base point of 퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)) corresponds to 1 and the base
point of Ω∞푋(푛, 푘) corresponds to 0. Let 푢 = ±1 be the connected component
containing the image of 휙′′. Then there is a translation map 휏푢 ∶ Ω
∞푋(푛, 푘) →
Ω∞푋(푛, 푘) such that the composition 휏푢◦푖◦휙
′′ is a based map푆2푛−푘 → Ω∞푋(푛, 푘).
Finally, by the adjunction betweenΩ∞ and Σ∞, we obtain a map of spectra 핊2푛−푘 →
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푋(푛, 푘). This defines our element 휒푛,푘 ∈ 휋2푛−푘(푋(푛, 푘)). An application of [3, The-
orem 4.10] gives that 푋(푛 + 1, 푘), the Thom spectrum of the map 휙 that we began
with, is equivalent to 푋(푛, 푘)∕∕피푘휒푛,푘.
Corollary 3. For 푛 ≥
푘−1
2
, there is a Thom isomorphism of 피푘-푋(푛, 푘)-algebras
푋(푛 + 1, 푘) ∧푋(푛,푘) 푋(푛 + 1, 푘) ≃ 푋(푛 + 1, 푘) ∧핊 Ω
푘Σ푘푆2푛+1−푘.
Proof. This is precisely the Thom isomorphism of [1, Theorem 8.4] used along with
[3, Corollary 3.17]. In particular, since 푋(푛 + 1, 푘) is a Thom spectrum associated
to a map of 피푘-spaces Ω
푘Σ푘푆2푛+1−푘 → 퐵퐺퐿1(푋(푛, 푘)) it is oriented with respect
to itself, so admits a Thom isomorphism.
We emulate Corollary 2 and Theorem 2 below as Corollaries 4 and 5 after con-
firming a fact about 푋(푛, 푘) that was shown for 푋(푛) = 푋(푛, 1) in [15].
Lemma1. For odd 푘, the map푋(푛, 푘) →푀푈 induced by the inclusion Ω푘푆푈 (푛) ↪
퐵푈 is an isomorphism on homotopy groups in degrees less than or equal to 2푛 −
푘 − 1.
Proof. First recall that the inclusion 푆푈 (푛) ↪ 푆푈 is an equivalence in degrees
less than 2푛. It follows then that, after applying Ω푘, for odd 푘, Ω푘푆푈 (푛) → 퐵푈 is
an equivalence in degrees less than 2푛 − 푘.
Now recall that the Thom spectrum functor (being computable as a colimit itself
as in [2] or as a left adjoint as in [1]) preserves colimits. Thus the cofiber of the map
푇ℎ(푖)∶ 푋(푛, 푘) → 푀푈 is the Thom spectrum of the cofiber of 푖∶ Ω푘푆푈 (푛) →
퐵푈 (taken in the category of spaces over 퐵푈 ). Note that cofibers in overcategories
are computed in the underlying categories, so the homotopy groups of 푐표푓 (푖) as a
space are isomorphic to the homotopy groups of 푐표푓 (푖) as a space over퐵푈 . Clearly
the space 푐표푓 (푖) has trivial homotopy groups in degrees less than 2푛 − 푘.
Consider the pointed map 퐵푈 → 퐵퐺퐿1(핊) → 퐵퐺퐿1(퐻ℤ) given by the com-
plex 퐽 -homomorphism followed by the delooping of the canonical map퐺퐿1(핊) →
퐺퐿1(퐻ℤ). This map is null because 퐵퐺퐿1(퐻ℤ) ≃ ℝ푃
∞ and퐻1(퐵푈 ;ℤ∕2) = 0.
So we have, via the orientation theory of [2], the following three equivalences:
퐻ℤ ∧ 푋(푛, 푘) ≃ 퐻ℤ ∧ Σ∞
+
Ω푘푆푈 (푛), 퐻ℤ ∧푀푈 ≃ 퐻ℤ ∧ Σ∞
+
퐵푈 and 퐻ℤ ∧
푇ℎ(푐표푓 (푖)) ≃ 퐻ℤ ∧ Σ∞
+
푐표푓 (푖). In other words, we have Thom isomorphisms in
integral homology for all three Thom spectra. Since we know that 푐표푓 (푖)must have
trivial homotopy groups in degrees less than 2푛 − 푘, it also has trivial homology
in those degrees. Hence 푇ℎ(푐표푓 (푖)) also has trivial homology in those degrees
and thus trivial homotopy there as well (as it is connective). So the Thom spec-
trum functor preserves connectivity of the map Ω푘푆푈 (푛) → 퐵푈 , causing the map
푋(푛, 푘) →푀푈 to be an equivalence in degrees less than 2푛 − 푘.
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Remark 7. It follows from the above, and the fact that 휋∗(푀푈 ) is trivial in odd
degrees, that 휋2푛−푘(푋(푛+1, 푘)) = 0 because 2푛−푘 is odd and 2푛−푘 < 2(푛+1)−푘.
Corollary 4. The elements 휒푛,푘 described in Theorem 3 generate 휋2푛−푘(푋(푛, 푘)) as
abelian groups.
Proof. Since 푋(푛 + 1, 푘) ≃ 푋(푛, 푘)∕∕
피푘
휒푛,푘, this follows immediately from Theo-
rem 1 and Remark 7. We are also using the fact that 휋0(푋(푛, 푘)) ≅ ℤ. Note that
this corollary is entirely analogous to Corollary 2.
Corollary 5. If 푝 ∈ ℤ is a prime and 푛 ≥ 푘−1
2
then 푋(푛 + 1, 푘)(푝) is equivalent to
푋(푛, 푘)(푝) with an 피푘-cell attached along any generator of 휋2푛−푘(푋(푛, 푘)(푝).
Proof. The proof proceeds completely identically to the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark 8. Recall that the spectra 푋(푛, 1) = 푋(푛) have an interpretation in terms
of truncated formal group laws, or formal 푛-buds, as described in [15, §6.5]. The
author is not aware of any similar interpretation of the spectra 푋(푛, 푘) for 푘 >
1. Such an interpretation, even for 푘 = 3 in light of the appearance of the space
Ω3푆푈 (푛) in the proof of the Nilpotence Conjecture, would likely be enlightening.
A Some Categorical Constructions
This appendix contains several category theoretic results that are used in the main
body of the paper. They will not be surprising to experts, but rigorous proofs of
them do not seem to be in the literature, so we include them here. First we describe
a version of the bar construction for computing pushouts in quasicategories. Then
we investigate the “symmetric powers” filtration on the free 피푘-algebra on a module
over an 피푘+1-ring spectrum.
Lemma 2. Let퐾 = 푁(푎
퓁
← 푏
푟
→ 푐) be the nerve of the span category and퐹 ∶ 퐾 →
 be a pushout diagram in a cocomplete quasicategory  with 퐹 (푎) = 퐴, 퐹 (푏) = 퐵
and 퐹 (푐) = 퐶 . Let 푖∶ 퐾 → 푁(Δ표푝) be the map of quasicategories induced by the
functor 푆푝푎푛 → Δ표푝 taking 푎 and 푐 to [0], 푏 to [1] and the morphisms to 푑0 and 푑1.
Then the quasicategorical left Kan extension of 퐹 along 푖, denoted 퐿푎푛푖(퐹 ), has
the property that 퐿푎푛푖(퐹 )([푛]) ≃ 퐴
∐
퐵
∐
푛∐퐶 .
Proof. Since  is cocomplete, the left Kan extension exists. It follows from [19,
Proposition 5.2.4] that Kan extensions are stable under pasting with comma squares.
Thus given an object 푥∶ Δ0 ↪ 푁(Δ표푝) we have a commutative diagram:
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푖 ↓ 푥

// 퐾
푖

퐹 // 
Δ0
푥 // 푁(Δ표푝)
퐿푎푛푖(퐹 )
<<
②
②
②
②
②
In the above diagram, the square is a pullback (or comma) square and stability
under pullback squares means that on the object 푥 ∈ 푁(Δ표푝), the value of 퐿푎푛푖(퐹 )
can be computed as the colimit over the comma category 푖 ↓ 푥 of the composi-
tion of the forgetful functor 푈 ∶ 푖 ↓ 푥 → 퐾 followed by 퐹 . In other words, on
each object, 퐿푎푛푖(퐹 ) can be computed as the left Kan extension of the composition
푖 ↓ 푥 → 퐾
퐹
→  along the map to the final object Δ0. This is essentially the clas-
sical “pointwise” description of left Kan extensions. Objects of the category 푖 ↓ 푥
are objects of 푁(Δ표푝) over 푥 in 푁(Δ표푝) whose domains are 푖(푦) for some 푦 ∈ 퐾.
We will denote them by 푖(푦) = [푗] → 푥 for 푦 ∈ {푎, 푏, 푐} and 푗 ∈ {0, 1}.
To see that this gives the claimed description of 퐿푎푛푖(퐹 )([푛]), we consider the
comma category 푖 ↓ [푛] at the level of objects and 1-morphisms. This suffices
because our description of 퐿푎푛푖(퐹 )([푛]) will be as a colimit over a diagram in the
nerve of an ordinary category. Note that there is a unique degeneracy map [0] → [푛]
inΔ표푝 corresponding to the unique surjection [푛] → [0], and that there are 푛 unique
degeneracies [1] → [푛] in Δ표푝 corresponding to the 푛 order-preserving surjections
[푛] → [1] in Δ. There cannot be any 1-morphisms in 푖 ↓ [푛] between the 푛 objects
푖(푏) = [1] → [푛] because this would require the existence of commutative diagrams
implying that some of the 푛 unique surjections in Δ be equal. There are however
two non-surjective order preserving maps [푛] → [1] inΔ corresponding to the maps
that take all the elements of {0, 1,… , 푛} to either 0 or 1. However, because (the
opposites of) the maps [0] → [1] are in the image of 푖, these two non-surjective
functions admit 1-morphisms in 푖 ↓ [푛] to the unique morphisms 푖(푎) = [0] → [푛]
and 푖(푐) = [0] → [푛]. This exhausts all the maps [푛] → [1]. Thus, after applying
the forgetful functor 푖 ↓ 푥 → 퐾 and then applying 퐹 , we have a diagram which is
in fact just a coproduct of diagrams:
퐹 (푎 ← 푏)
∐
퐹 (푏)
∐
⋯
∐
퐹 (푏)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
푛 copies
∐
퐹 (푏 → 푐).
The colimit of this diagram in  clearly has the desired form.
The above lemma may require some explanation. Recall the classical bar con-
struction 퐵∙(푀,퐴,푁) where푀 and푁 are left and right modules over some alge-
bra 퐴, respectively (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of [18], especially Example 4.1.2). It is
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a simplicial object with 퐵푛(푀,퐴,푁) =푀 ⊗퐴
푛 ⊗푁 whose face maps are given
by the multiplication on 퐴 and the 퐴 actions on 푀 and 푁 . In a model category,
the bar construction is a way of computing a left derived tensor product 푀 ⊗퐿
퐴
푁 .
A span in a cocomplete category 푎
푟
← 푏
퓁
→ 푐 induces a left 푏-module structure
on 푎 and right 푏-module structure on 푐 with respect to the cocartesian monoidal
structure. To see this, first notice that every object of such a category is an algebra
with respect to this monoidal structure since there is always a “fold” map 푥
∐
푥
휙
→
푥. Then note that the maps 푟 and 퓁 of the pushout induce maps 푎
∐
푏
1푎
∐
푟
→ 푎
∐
푎
휙
→
푎 and 푏
∐
푐
퓁
∐
1푐
→ 푐
∐
푐
휙
→ 푐. So the colimit of the bar construction in this setting,
퐵∙(푎, 푏, 푐), is a model for the homotopy pushout of the diagram 푎
푟
← 푏
퓁
→ 푐.
Thus Lemma 2, using the fact that the colimit of a left Kan extension of 퐹
agrees with the colimit of 퐹 , can be thought of as showing that a pushout in a
quasicategory can be computed by taking the colimit of a suitable bar construction
퐵∙(퐹 (푎), 퐹 (푏), 퐹 (푐)). In other words, Lemma 2 is just a rephrasing of a standard
homotopy theoretical fact in the language of quasicategories.
Now recall from [12, Construction 3.1.3.9] and [12, Construction 3.1.3.13]
that the free 피푘-algebra on an object 푀 of a quasicategory  admits a decom-
position as a coproduct in  of the form
∐
푛≥0 푆푦푚
푛
피푘
(푀). We will describe the
objects 푆푦푚푛
피푘
as certain colimits in the proof of Lemma 3. However, if  hap-
pens to be the∞-operad associated to a classical simplicial colored operad 0 then
푆푦푚푛

(푀) ≃ (퐴[0(푛)]⊗퐴푀
⊗퐴푛)Σ푛 . As such, one recovers the classical symmet-
ric power decomposition of the free -algebra on an object. We will not prove this
here but refer the interested reader to [7, Corollary 3.2.7].
Lemma 3. Let 퐴 be an 피푘+1 ring spectrum and 푀 be an 퐴-module which is 푑-
connective for some 푑 ≥ 0. Then 푆푦푚푛
피푘
(푀) is 푛푑-connective for all 푛 > 1.
Proof. The proof is nothing more than a careful interpretation of [12, Construction
3.1.3.9]. We will attempt to transcribe such an interpretation here, where we have
replaced ⊗ with 피⊗
푘
, ⊗ with 퐿푀표푑⊗
퐴
, 퐶 with푀 , and푋 and 푌 with ⟨1⟩. Recall
that the object 푆푦푚푛
피푘
(푀) is constructed as a colimit of a functor ℎ̄1 ∶ (푛) →
퐿푀표푑퐴, where, in this case, (푛) is the full subcategory of  푟푖푣
⊗ ×
피푘
(피푘∕⟨1⟩)
spanned by the (⟨푛⟩, 훼 ∶ ⟨푛⟩ → ⟨1⟩), with 훼 an active morphism. Recall that  푟푖푣⊗
is the trivial ∞-operad of [12, Example 2.1.1.20], and active here means that 훼 is
a map of finite pointed sets with 훼−1(∗) = {∗}. The 1-simplices of (푛) are forced
to be precisely the pointed bijections ⟨푛⟩ → ⟨푛⟩, so it is a Kan complex. We can
project (푛) onto 피⊗
푘
by the composition
(푛)↪  푟푖푣⊗ ×
피푘
(피푘∕⟨1⟩) ↠ 피푘∕⟨1⟩ ↠ 피푘,
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and this admits a natural transformation (since it factors through the slice over ⟨1⟩)
to the constant functor ℎ1 ∶ (푛) → 피푘 valued at ⟨1⟩. This corresponds to a map
ℎ∶ (푛) × Δ1 → 피푘.
Now because there is (by the definition of ∞-operad) a coCartesian structure
map 푞 ∶ 퐿푀표푑⊗
퐴
→ 피
⊗
푘
, we can lift ℎ to a map ℎ̄ ∶ (푛) × Δ1 → 퐿푀표푑⊗
퐴
. Then
ℎ̄1 is defined as the restriction of ℎ̄ to (푛) × {1}. The lift is coCartesian over the
active map from ⟨푛⟩ to ⟨1⟩, so it must be the monoidal structure map that takes an
푛-tuple {푀1,… ,푀푛} ∈ 푞
−1(⟨푛⟩) ≃ 퐿푀표푑푛
퐴
to푀1 ∧퐴 ⋯ ∧퐴 푀푛 ∈ 퐿푀표푑퐴. In
this case, because we are forming the free 피푘-algebra on푀 , the image of the unique
(up to homotopy) object of (푛) × {0} in 퐿푀표푑⊗
퐴
is, by construction, equivalent
to {푀,푀,… ,푀} ∈ 퐿푀표푑푛
퐴
. This means that the image of ℎ̄1 is equivalent to
푀∧퐴푛.
Because 푀 is 푑-connective we have that 푀∧퐴푛 is 푛푑-connective. By [12,
Corollary 4.2.3.5] colimits of 퐴-modules are constructed on underlying spectra.
Then since by [12, Proposition 4.4.2.6] any colimit of spectra can be decomposed
into coproducts and pushouts, and coproducts and pushouts both preserve connec-
tivity (which can be seen by using, for instance, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence), we
know that colimits of 퐴-modules preserve connectivity. Hence we have that the
colimit of ℎ̄1, which is the definition of 푆푦푚
푛
피푘
(푀), is also 푛푑-connective.
Lemma 4. The functors 푆푦푚푛
피푘
∶ 퐿푀표푑퐴 → 퐿푀표푑퐴 commute with sifted colim-
its.
Proof. By the proof of the previous lemma, these functors decompose as first form-
ing the 푛-fold tensor product of a module푀 and then taking a colimit of a diagram
whose vertices are all equivalent to 푀∧퐴푛. Taking colimits preserves colimits, so
it is only required to show that forming 푛-fold tensor powers commutes with sifted
colimits.
First recall that for any diagram 퐹 ∶ 퐷 → 퐿푀표푑(퐴), the tensor product pre-
serves colimits in each variable. In other words, there is an equivalence 푐표푙푖푚퐷(퐹 (푑))∧퐴
푀 ≃ 푐표푙푖푚퐷(퐹 (푑) ∧퐴 푀). From this fact one can inductively deduce, for any 푛,
푐표푙푖푚퐷(퐹 (푑1)) ∧퐴 ⋯ ∧퐴 푐표푙푖푚퐷(퐹 (푑푛)) ≃ 푐표푙푖푚퐷푛(퐹 (푑1) ∧퐴 ⋯ ∧퐴 퐹 (푑푛)).
Now recall that 퐷 is sifted if and only if the diagonal map 훿∶ 퐷 → 퐷 × 퐷 is
cofinal, which implies that the 푛-fold diagonal 훿푛 ∶ 퐷 → 퐷
푛 is also cofinal. That is
to say, a colimit over 퐷푛 may be equivalently computed by pulling back to퐷 along
훿푛. Thus it follows that
푐표푙푖푚퐷푛(퐹 (푑1) ∧퐴 ⋯ ∧퐴 퐹 (푑푛)) ≃ colim퐷(퐹 (푑)
∧푛),
which completes the proof.
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